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“While the drop in oil prices was expected to give
consumers extra cash for spending on other items, the
record-high level of household debt is top of mind among
Canadian consumers leading them to adopt a slightly more
conservative approach to spending: focusing on paying off
debts and making cutbacks in many areas.”
– Carol Wong-Li, Senior Lifestyle Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
In 2014, Canadian consumer spending continued to rise after surpassing the $1 trillion mark for the
first time in 2013. The outlook for 2015 will be a continuation of this positive trend with spending
expected to increase by an additional 3.7%. The economic shifts will prove to be a dynamic that helps
and hinders consumers: a drop in energy prices negatively impacts the Canadian dollar though will put
more money back into the pockets of Canadians which means strength in consumer spending. This,
combined with high levels of household debts, has led Canadian consumers to adopt an attitude of
finding balance in their expenditures; adopting cost-saving behaviours and prioritizing paying off debts,
while spending on and saving up for long- and short-term rewards.
This report will cover an in-depth analysis of Canadians’ purchasing priorities and personal goals
including a focus on health and wellness aspirations for 2015 and the influence that online sources have
on purchase decisions across categories.
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A larger share of Canadians spending less than more on beauty and personal care
Figure 42: Changes in spending habits – beauty and personal care 2014, February 2015
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What we think
Personal finance expenditure forecast to grow steadily
Figure 67: Total Canadian consumer expenditure on financial services, at current prices, 2009-14
Continued growth expected for the personal financial services industry over the next few years
Figure 68: Total Canadian consumer expenditure and fan chart forecast of personal financial services, at current prices, 2009-19
Healthy ownership rates of savings, investments, insurance and lending products ensure a strong customer base for personal financial
services products
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Figure 78: Where spend extra money, February 2015
Demographics impact on where consumers choose to focus discretionary spending
Variations by gender and age
Figure 79: Where spend extra money, by age, February 2015
Investing, eating out and lengthy vacations are tops for Chinese Canadians
Figure 80: Where spend extra money: Chinese Canadians vs overall population, February 2015
LGBT prioritize entertainment
Figure 81: Where spend extra money: LGBT vs overall population, February 2015
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Some variations in personal goals by demographics
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Active lifestyle of Chinese Canadians leads to an increased focus on sleep and vitamins
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Mediation/yoga and alcohol reduction are priorities for LGBTs
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Value placed on online reviews stems from the way they perceive the nature of online reviews
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The Consumer – Impact of Online Opinions on Purchases
Key points
Canadian consumers do their research, using user review and independent review sites most
Figure 90: Purchase research sources, February 2015
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Variations by demographics
Bigger purchases lead to more research
Figure 91: Opinions sought, by category, February 2015
Likelihood to seek out opinions for smaller purchases is spurred by interest in categories
Men more likely to seek online opinions for smaller, daily purchases
The influence of age is seen across parents, immigrants and LGBT
Figure 92: Opinions sought, by category, by age, February 2015
The active consumerism of Chinese Canadians leads to over-indexing across all categories
Figure 93: Opinions sought, by category: Chinese Canadians vs overall population, February 2015
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